AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS
C6 CORVETTE CHROME VINYL REAR VALENCE TRIM

Part #042035PATENT PENDING
PARTS INCLUDED:
1-Pre-Cut Length Molding
1-Adhesive Promoter Pack
1-Test Kit
This new valence trim has been pre sized and shaped especially for your C-6. In the next
few steps we will explain just how to prep and install the trim and give your new C-6 a
great looking rear-end!
1. Thoroughly clean the rear valence ridge where trim is to be applied with alcohol
to remove any wax and dirt. After this step swipe the length of the ridge with the
adhesive promoter provided.
2. It is important to make sure that you will have good adhesion so we have included
a test strip of attachment tape for you to check the tack. If all is well you may
continue installation. If not go through the entire preparation once again.
3. Now that you have successfully prepared the valence ridge you may begin
installation by removing a small portion of the red release liner from the back of
the trim. Place the trim at one edge of the valence and press firmly to set as you
work your way around to the opposite side removing the red liner as you go. As
you apply the trim it is important not to stretch the trim by pulling to excess fully.
Allow the trim to lay into position as you press firmly. If applied correctly it
should not need any trimming at the end of installation. If however you do have
any excess trim simply cut it away using a common scissor. Then press firmly to
set the end to finish the installation.
NOTE: DO NOT GET WET FOR 24 HOURS!
If you have any questions during installation please call American Car Craft at
727-861-1500.
Thank you and enjoy your purchase!

Care and Maintenance:
Wash and wax molding kits regularly to insure a beautiful long lasting finish.
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